
*USD Share Class 1 Performance shown.  See DAF Share Classes for full list.

Cumulative Performance*

2022 YTD 4 yr3 yr2 yr

+45.79%

+33.25%

+16.63%

+3.98%

Performance Highlights

+0.81%* August monthly 
performance 

+45.79%* 4 year 
performance

Underlying loan book continues 
to perform well

The Carlton James Diversified Alpha Fund (DAF) is a Cayman regulated 
mutual fund, operating a venture debt investment strategy. 

The fund provides investors with a targeted core return of 8% per annum 
over the medium term, whilst protecting investor capital from excessive 
market volatility. 

DAF accomplishes this through a carefully managed debt lending 
strategy. The fund lends money to companies in specifically targeted 
industries and sectors that have continued demand and potential for 
growth through every stage of the economic cycle. 

The fund’s consistently successful track record lies in its conservative 
lending approval process. The stringent due diligence and careful risk 
management of the loan book ensures protection of investor capital. 

Fund Overview

September Asset Allocation (in %)
Commercial Funding
Debt & Private Equity

Cash & Equities

32.12%
46.93%
20.37%

Industry Weighting (in %)
Music & Entertainment

Sports & Media
Real Estate

9.77%

11.15%
8.07%

Technology
App Technology
Commercial Funding
Equities (Tech, Energy, Renewables)

14.07%
4.46%

32.12%
11.45%

Cash 8.83%

Performance %Performance %

20212021 +8.79%*

20192019

20202020

+12.19%*

+13.61%*

2022 YTD2022 YTD +3.98%*

Calendar Year Performance
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Disclaimer
Carlton James Group portfolio weightings change on a monthly basis. The percentages are rounded to 2 decimal places, as a result, total weightings may not equal 100. The views expressed in this report are not intended as an offer or solicitation 
for the purchase or sale of any investment or financial instrument. The views reflect the views of the Carlton James Group at the date of this document and, whilst the opinions stated are honestly held, they are not guarantees and should not 
be relied upon and may be subject to change without notice. The information contained in this document does not constitute investment advice and should not be used as the basis of any investment decision. References to specific securities 
are included for the purposes of illustration only and should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell these securities. The Carlton James Group has not considered the suitability of this fund against any specific investor’s needs 
and/or risk tolerance. If you are in any doubt, please speak to your financial adviser. The fund data displayed is designed only to provide summary information and the report does not explain the risks involved in investing in the fund. Past fund 
performance is no guarantee of future fund performance. Any decision to invest must be based solely on the information contained in the Prospectus, Key Investor Information Document and the latest report and accounts. The fund’s prospectus 
and key investor information documents are provided in English and available on request. Please note that the Carlton James Diversified Alpha Fund is a regulated Cayman fund. Economic statistic sources: Trading Economics, International 
Monetary Fund, Statista.
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Company: Company: 
Navigator Global Fund Manager, Platform SPC

Segregated Portfolio:Segregated Portfolio:
Carlton James Diversified Alpha Fund

Investment Manager: Investment Manager: 
Mollitium Investment Management Ltd, Apex 
Group Ltd

Domicile: Domicile: 
Cayman Islands

Investment Advisor: Investment Advisor: 
Diversified Global Investment Advisors Ltd

Structure:Structure:
Regulated unlisted fund

Liquidity:Liquidity:
Monthly liquidity with 10 days notice period

Allfunds

Cronox

Dentons

EFG

Gravitas 

Meitav Dash 

Trireme

Utmost

Capital International Group

Custodian Life

Hansard Global

Old Mutual International

Ortega Capital

Quilter International

The Investment Platform

Universal Investment Platform

Platforms

Fund Structure Investment Advisor Report
August has been another month of conflicting economic data in both global and local markets, but 
with signs of slowing growth persisting overall. Inflation in the United States eased for the second 
time in a row to 8.3%, it’s lowest in 4 months (down from 8.5% in July) prompted by falling petrol 
costs, but still above market forecasts. Meanwhile in the Euro Area the inflation rate has continued 
to accelerate to 9.1% in August from 8.9% in July. A new record high still driven largely by energy 
supply uncertainty that is keeping costs elevated. In contrast, inflationary rates in Brazil have fallen 
to their lowest reading since June 2021 as prices continue to ease on transport, food and housing. 
Dropping to 8.73% in August from 10.07% in July. 

The NBS Manufacturing PMI for China rose to 49.4 in August from 49.0 in July. Although this 
surpassed market forecasts, it is the second straight month of contraction in factory activity amid 
a resurgence of COVID-19 cases and power rationing due the worst heatwaves in decades. In the 
background the residential property crisis continues. The central government has taken limited 
measures to support a sector that has lately accounted for one quarter of China’s economic activity.

The US dollar remains strong, still at or near parity against the euro. August also saw GBP sliding 
against the dollar due to the worrying prospects for a struggling UK economy facing rising prices 
and souring energy costs. The largest fall since October 2016.  Among this, the recent and sad 
passing of HM Queen Elizabeth II is sure to cause a small amount of uncertainty, amidst the latest 
UK governmental changes taking place. 

In August, the Carlton James Diversified Alpha Fund (DAF) grew by a further 0.81% (USD Share Class 
1). Another month of steady returns underlining the performance of the DAF strategy. The return 
this month consists of the usual interest on loans being received into the fund from underlying 
borrowers, with additions of a profit share from one borrower and an equity profit declared from 
another. 

In DAF’s Key sectors, the technology sector is continuing to experience fluctuations, but not all 
tech is falling. Specifically semiconductors are remaining strong, propped up by surging demand, 
especially in the electric vehicle space. Tech researcher Gartner has estimated that revenue from 
the chip industry in 2021 grew 25% from the previous year, surpassing $580 billion worldwide. 
Estimates have global semiconductor spending reaching $600 billion in 2022. As we head into the 
latest global correction (some may say this is already happening), it is the evolution of technology 
itself that will help businesses operate profitably whilst adjusting to tightened budgets in an 
uncertain market.

In Energy and Renewables, the battery industry is still at the forefront of research and development 
teams worldwide. As fuel prices increase our reliance on batteries for energy storage is rising. The 
global demand for batteries is expected to increase from 185 GWh in 2020 to over 2,000 GWh by 
2030. A prediction that will no doubt be surpassed. Demand highlights the importance of this 
vertical in the DAF portfolio. 

In Sports, Music & Entertainment; the Goldman Sachs’ equity research team has published it’s 
latest forecasts for music industry revenue. The predictions cover the entire music industry: 
recorded music, publishing and live music. Goldman Sachs has upped its prediction for 2022 from 
$81.6bn to $87.6bn; for 2023 from $90.7bn to $94.9bn; and for 2030 from $139.7bn to $153bn. This is 
an important sector for the DAF and looks to remain resilient even in a macro downturn.

Commercial Real Estate in the US has shown yet more signs that it is continuing to slow with building 
permits, housing starts, new home sales and construction spending; all down from the previous 
month in July. Location is key to maintaining value if the market heads towards a correction. The 
DAF strategy ensures it’s borrowers in CRE only purchase in prime locations. As with all market 
downturns, it will also bring opportunities in the real estate market over the coming years.

The structure of the Diversified Alpha Fund is designed to utilise the 4 investment sectors to secure 
investor capital and produce continued returns at any stage of the economic cycle. For details of 
these sectors please see our FAQs page. 

DAF Share Classes
August 2022August 2022

+4.15%

PricePrice

£1,443.45

Share ClassShare Class ISINISIN

GBP Share Class KYG6401N2520

USD Share Class 2
USD Share Class 1

KYG6401N4765
KYG6401N2454

USD Share Class 3 KYG6401N4849

USD Institutional Share Class 2 KYG6401N5002

+0.81%
+0.81%

+0.74%

+0.76%

$5,073.24
$1,283.63

$5,156.44

$22,054.58
USD Institutional Share Class 1 +0.81% $20,528.36KYG6401N4922
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